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ABSTRACT
Simultaneously Mapping And Localization(SLAM) systems are essential in
robotics systems. Using a single robot to map a large scene is time-consuming.
Therefore, a map can be constructed using a group of robots working together.
Visual-based loop detection in cooperative SLAM is essential, which can help to
efficiently and accurately merge and construct global maps among robots
working independently. However, most visual SLAM algorithms focus on loop
detection along the same trajectory direction. These algorithms cannot handle
multi-robot cooperative systems well because, in such systems, multi-robot
trajectory direction may often form loops along opposing or perpendicular
directions. In this paper, we propose a multi-robot cooperative SLAM system
based on panoramic images. Each robot uses a camera as a sensor and a local
map algorithm to construct a local map. All local maps are merged into a global
map when loops are detected. The panoramic images provide scene information
in all directions for loop detection. Experiments show that the loop detection
accuracy is improved in the proposed system, and the time for constructing a
global map is significantly reduced by using a multi-robot cooperative system.

Keywords: Visual SLAM, Cooperative Mapping, Panoramic Image
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Introduction

In recent years, technology related to intelligent robots has been developing
rapidly. There is a wide range of applications for these technologies, for example,
complex environment exploration robots, indoor mobile and service robots,
outdoor autonomous driving robots, etc. The problem of Simultaneously
Mapping And Localization(SLAM)[1] systems is essential in robotics systems.
In the SLAM task, a robot equipped with a SLAM system starts from an
unknown place in an unknown environment. In the process of moving, it
continuously obtains environmental characteristics through sensors, estimates its
own position and position, and gradually constructs an environmental map. Then
the robot can be quickly localized in the environment of its position by matching
the environment map. This is how the SLAM system achieves simultaneous
localization and mapping. Based on the sensors used, SLAM algorithms can be
mainly divided into visual (based on monocular and stereo camera or RGB-D
sensors) and laser SLAM based on LIDAR(Light Detection and Ranging). In
actual applications, the detection range of LIDAR limits the mapping range of
laser SLAM, and the installation of LIDAR has strict structural requirements,
which will directly affect the detection accuracy. The cameras in Visual SLAM
require easy installation and can be installed in various ways. Cameras cost much
less than LIDAR. Moreover, color, texture, and semantic information can be
further extracted by using the images captured by the camera. Semantic
information is of great help to the robot’s perception of the environment. In this
work, our research is mainly based on visual SLAM.
In different application scenarios such as autonomous driving and robot
navigation, it is usually necessary to do mapping and self-localization in large
scenes, such as a whole city scale. In this case, running SLAM with a single
robot is time-consuming. In addition, in map building, the pose errors will
accumulate as the traveling distance increases. Maps can be divided into several
1
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sub-maps and built using a group of robots, which can then merge into a
consistent global map by sharing information when loops are detected. In this
case, the distance of each robot is shorter, the running time is shorter, and the
accumulated error is also reduced.
Although monocular visual SLAM can complete map building efficiently
and accurately, it can only perform loop detection along the same trajectory
direction, but not in opposing or perpendicular directions, which is not a practical
and efficient assumption for multi-robot cooperative systems because the path
planning for efficient multi-robot cooperation may result in rendezvous
(loopback) of robots along with different trajectory directions and view points.
SLAM Algorithm that is robust to view point variation is crucial for multi-robot
cooperative systems.
This paper proposes a cooperative visual SLAM system based on panoramic
images, which can use multiple robots to collect scene maps and build global
maps. With panoramic images as input, 360-degree scene information can be
obtained. On this basis, it can effectively solve the problem of loop detection
along with all trajectory directions. The main contributions of this work include
the following:
1.

A loop detection algorithm for a multi-robot SLAM system based on

panoramas is proposed to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the cooperative
mapping tasks.
2.

A multi-robot cooperative mapping system has been designed and

implemented to test the efficacy of the loop detection algorithm on different
datasets.

2
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In this chapter, we briefly introduce the development of theory and systems
for visual SLAM. Terminologies will be explained to facilitate a more detailed
discussion in later chapters.
SLAM stands for simultaneous localization and mapping. Localization[1]
means that when a robot comes to an unfamiliar environment, it needs to know
where it is. Mathematically, it needs to know its own coordinates. As the robot
moves, it can update its own coordinates in real-time. Mapping refers to
recording the robot's trajectory and surrounding environment. As the robot
moves, it is recorded sequentially with reference to time to generate a map. The
robot can use the map to locate itself quickly. SLAM can help the robot move
autonomously in an unknown environment. SLAM that only uses the camera as
an external sensor is called visual SLAM[2]. There are many benefits to using a
camera as a sensor. For example, the price is low, and it’s small and light, easy to
install, with good applicability. Moreover, images or videos captured by different
cameras can be easily fused and used in the same system.

2.1. Sensors
Several types of cameras can be applied to visual SLAM, monocular camera,
stereo camera, RGB-D camera, and Fisheye camera.
2.1.1 Monocular Camera
SLAM that uses only one camera is called Monocular SLAM. As shown in
Fig. 2.1, it is an example of a monocular camera. Using a monocular camera as a
sensor has the advantages of simple structure and low cost. But the disadvantage
of a monocular camera is that it can not measure the distance from the object to
the camera, that is, the depth. In monocular SLAM, the depth value usually needs

3
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to be estimated. Some visual SLAM algorithms that monocular camera are [76],
[21], [22], [5], [6], [11], [28], [25], [26].

Fig. 2.1 An example of a monocular camera
2.1.2 Stereo Camera
The stereo camera is composed of two monocular cameras, as shown in Fig.
2.2. The distance between the two monocular cameras is called the baseline.
Baseline is known as a stereo camera. We can use this baseline to estimate the
object's spatial position or pixel. Some visual SLAM algorithms that stereo
camera are [11], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67]. However, the SLAM algorithm using
stereo cameras requires a large number of calculations to estimate the depth
value of each pixel. This depth value is relatively more reliable than the
estimated value of a monocular camera. However, it is still unreliable compared
to the actual depth value.
Moreover, the depth measurement range of a stereo camera is related to the
baseline. The larger the baseline distance, the larger the depth that can be
measured. In actual scenes, such as outdoor robot navigation and autonomous
driving, sometimes the depth value of the object is very large. In this case, if a
stereo camera is used as the sensor, then a stereo camera with a large baseline is
required. A stereo camera with a large baseline is not a portable sensing device.
Based on the principle of a stereo camera, it can also be extended to a
multi-camera. However, the use of multi-camera consumes computing resources
very much. Sometimes it is not suitable for portable robots.
4
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Fig. 2.2 An example of a stereo camera
2.1.3 RGB-D Camera
As shown in Fig. 2.3, it is an example of an RGB-D camera. The RGB-D
camera uses infrared structure or ToF (Time of Flight) principle, like a laser
sensor. It measures the object's distance from the camera by actively emitting
light to the object and receiving the returned light. This method of using physical
calculation depth can save a wide range of calculations compared to stereo
cameras. Some visual SLAM algorithms that RGB-D camera are [11], [68], [69],
[70], [71], [72]. However, most of the current RGB-D cameras have narrow
measurement ranges and are easily influenced by the environment. For robot
navigation and autonomous driving in outdoor environments, sometimes it is not
applicable.

Fig. 2.3 An example of an RGB-D camera

5
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2.1.4 Fisheye camera
The imaging of the camera mentioned above belongs to the pinhole camera
model. During the imaging process, straight lines in the actual scene will still be
projected as straight lines on the image plane. The FoV(Field of View) of this
imaging model is limited. The lens of an ordinary camera is convex. Fisheye
cameras use combinations of multiple different lenses. In the imaging process,
the incident light undergoes different degrees of refraction, which can project a
larger range of scenes onto a limited imaging plane. The fisheye cameras with
this structure have a larger FoV, as shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5. Using sensors
with a larger FoV for mapping for robot navigation and autonomous driving in
outdoor environments is helpful. The map constructed by the visual SLAM
algorithm based on this sensor can contain more scene information. Some visual
SLAM algorithms that fisheye camera are [16], [17], [74], [75].

Fig. 2.4 An example of a fisheye camera

Fig. 2.5 Captured images by fisheye camera
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2.1.5 Multi-fisheye camera
Although fisheye cameras have a larger field of view than ordinary cameras,
they are sometimes insufficient for outdoor applications. The structure of the
multi-fisheye camera can help the robot obtain a larger FoV. But the structure of
the multi-fisheye camera is different from the structure of the stereo camera. The
two monocular cameras of the stereo camera are put horizontally, that is, put on a
straight line. Therefore, the FoV of the two cameras of the stereo camera will
overlap a lot. The cameras in this multi-fisheye camera are not puy in a straight
line. The placement of each fisheye camera aims to have a larger FoV, and the
smaller the field of view overlapped by each camera, the better. The FoV of the
multi-fisheye camera can reach up to 360°, that is, a panoramic camera, as shown
in Fig. 2.6. The images taken by each fisheye camera can be stitched together to
get a panoramic image. Fig. 2.7 shows multiple images captured by the
panoramic camera. [18] is a visual SLAM using a panoramic camera as a sensor,
and it has a good performance.

Fig. 2.6 An example of a multi-fisheye camera which is a panoramic camera

Fig. 2.7 Captured images by the panoramic camera

7
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2.2. Visual SLAM
The part used to build maps in visual SLAM is called visual odometry. The
main purpose of visual odometry is to estimate coarse camera movement and
pose through the information of adjacent images. Although this coarse
information will be sent to the back-end for optimization, better initial values are
always beneficial. According to the image processing method of visual odometry,
visual SLAM is also divided into two types. One is the indirect method based on
the local features of the image. The other is the direct method based on the entire
image.
2.2.1 Indirect Method with features
The early visual SLAM algorithms are mainly based on filtering [5], [76],
[21], [22]. After filtering each frame of an image, the feature position of the map
is calculated, and then the pose of the camera is estimated according to the
feature position. The first successful monocular camera-based pure visual SLAM
was MonoSLAM[5], which can be run in real-time. It was solved by Extended
Kalman filters[27]. The filtering-based method is inefficient and easy to
accumulate linearized errors. Afterward, keyframe-based approaches [24], [6]
were proposed. It only uses the selected frame as the key frame to estimate the
map. These approaches make it possible to use more costly but accurate
optimizations, such as bundle adjustment[34]. [23] demonstrated that
keyframe-based approaches are more accurate than filtering based on the same
computational cost.
PTAM (Parallel Tracking And Mapping) [6] was the first SLAM algorithm
proposed to separate the two functions of tracking and mapping in the SLAM
system as two threads. This method completes the concept of keyframes through
these two threads, and it is also real-time. The mapping thread determines
whether to save the frame information, such as the camera pose obtained in the
tracking thread, through certain conditions. It makes maps simpler and more
8
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efficient. This method estimates the camera pose by extracting the features of
FAST[7] for each frame. The method was first tested in a small augmented
reality environment with successful results. This multi-threaded, keyframe-based
approach has contributed greatly to the research of monocular visual SLAM.
Then, based on PTAM, the author added edge detection, proposed a method [8],
and transplanted this method to mobile terminals[9]. This method does not
contain the loop detection algorithm, so it is difficult to correct the estimated
camera pose's accumulated error in long-distance mapping.
[25] proposed a large-scale monocular SLAM algorithm. It uses an optical
flow-based front-end and FAST [7] feature matching, which is implemented on a
GPU. It uses a sliding-window BA-based back-end. It has a loop detection
module that was solved with a pose graph optimization. Similarity constraints 7
Degree of Freedom (DoF) is used to correct the scale drift in the monocular
SLAM.
[26] used the front-end of PTAM but only completed the tracking on a local
map. The local map is composed of map information near the currently processed
frame. It also proposed a double window optimization as the back-end. It can
continuously run BA in the inner window and compose the pose graph in the
outer window of limited size. However, the loop closing is effective only if the
size of the out window is large enough to contain the entire loop.
CD-SLAM[28] is a complete SLAM system including tracking, mapping,
loop closing, relocalization. Its efforts to work in a dynamic environment.
However, it lacks the description of map initialization. [29] uses ORB features
for tracking and a sliding window BA as the back-end. [30] also uses ORB
features for tracking, mapping, and loop detection. However, it limits the system
to in-plane trajectories because of the choice of BRIEF.
In 2015, ORB-SLAM[10] was proposed. In 2016, the system structure and
function were optimized, and ORB SLAM2[11] was proposed, which is one of
the most popular visual SLAM so far. ORB-SLAM2 adopts the multithreaded
framework of PTAM, but the ORB[12] features are extracted. Loop detection
9
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thread is added, which uses an efficient search algorithm bag of word model [13].
This method has achieved excellent results on various datasets, such as KITTI[14]
and TUM[15]. Tracking, local mapping, and loop detection threads, all of using
the extracted ORB feature, greatly improve the system's efficiency. The use of a
loop detection algorithm enables the SLAM algorithm to continuously and stably
adjust the estimated camera pose in the long mapping process.
As shown in Fig. 2.8, it is the trajectory and sparse reconstruction of an
outdoor environment with multiple loop closures. The green line represents the
trajectory, and the black point is the sparse point cloud.

Fig. 2.8 The trajectory and sparse reconstruction of an outdoor environment with
multiple loop closures by ORB-SLAM2[11] in KITTI 00[14]
2.2.2 Direct Method without features
As mentioned above, the method based on features has many advantages and
some disadvantages. To overcome the shortcomings of the features method,
some direct methods that are not based on features have been proposed. The
direct method estimates the motion of the camera based on the brightness
information of the whole pixel in an image. It does not need to calculate key
points and descriptors, and it avoids the time of feature extraction and calculation.
At the same time, it will not be unable to estimate camera movement due to

10
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missing features in a scene with an unobvious texture. Because it uses the
brightness information of the pixels, as long as there is a change in the brightness
in the scene, the direct method can be used. The point cloud constructed by the
direct method can be sparse, dense, or semi-dense. Some well-known SLAM
systems that use the direct method are DTAM[26], LSD-SLAM[28][32],
DSO[29], and SVO[27]. SVO is a visual odometer that combines the feature
point method and the direct method. The direct method uses the gray difference
of all pixels in the image to estimate the pose. Therefore, the change of
illumination has a greater impact on the performance of the direct method. In the
mapping task of the outdoor environment and the mapping task from indoor to
outdoor, the change of illumination is very large and uncontrollable. The direct
method is not easy to design loop detection. For example, LSD-SLAM, although
his visual odometry uses the direct method, it still needs to extract features for
loop detection.[11]

2.2. Fisheye Based Visual SLAM
Although the research based on monocular SLAM is making progress,
scholars have found one of the intrinsic limitations of monocular SLAM.
Because a single camera's FoV(Field of View) is limited, it is not easy to extract
feature points and detect the correct loop in some indoor and outdoor scenes. For
example, there is plenty of texture on both sides of the road on the road but less
texture in the middle. Usually, the camera looks straight ahead when the car is
moving, which is not conducive to feature point extraction. Therefore, some
scholars began to study SLAM based on the fisheye cameras. The fisheye camera
has a wide FoV and can collect more scene information. The challenge of using
the fisheye camera is how to solve the fisheye camera's distortion effectively.
The following methods are based on the frame of ORB-SLAM2, using a
fisheye camera and modifying the system to fit the fisheye lenses. A single
fisheye camera SLAM[16] is proposed. In this method, a cube-map is used to
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improve the distortion of the fisheye camera. The normal fisheye correction is to
normalize the image onto a sphere. On this basis, the method uses five planes: up,
down, left, right and front, and then projects the spherical image separately.
According to the author’s test, the effect of this method is better than that of
traditional fisheye camera distortion correction. Another visual SLAM based on a
fisheye camera is [17], a multi-fisheye camera SLAM system. This method
requires the calibration of a polynomial model of the fisheye camera. The camera
parameters are used for connection transformation between multiple cameras.
[74][75] proposed an adapted GPU-based plane-sweep algorithm to match
patches between stereo fisheye images. Another multiple fisheye camera method
is a SLAM system based on panoramic images [18]. The system uses a
multi-fisheye camera to obtain 360-view images and input them into the SLAM
system for mapping and localization.

2.3. Visual Based Cooperative SLAM
Generally, multiple-robot cooperative SLAM can be a centralized or
decentralized system[52], [53]. The centralized system only needs to provide
higher computing power, storage capacity, and other hardware for the central
server. The robot in the centralized system only needs enough hardware to
complete its mapping task. Each robot in a decentralized system can be regarded
as a central server in a centralized system. Therefore, each robot is necessary to
configure high-performance hardware. In this architecture, even if a robot fails,
the map it builds will be saved in the central server and will not affect the
operation of other robots. The centralized system structure is used in our
multi-robot cooperative visual SLAM system
2.3.1 Centralized cooperative SLAM
Multiple robots equipped with sensors, communication components, and
processors are used to complete the mapping task in a centralized system. Each
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robot can run visual SLAM independently. The computation for some tasks, such
as map merging, is performed by a specific robot on the team or by an external
agent[54]. The specific robot or the external agent communicates with other
robots as the system's center. Other robots are independent and do not
communicate with each other. The central server receives data sent by other
robots and provides required data and feedback. [49], [50], [51] are all
cooperative systems that use this structure. [49] used multiple MAVs(Micro
Aerial Vehicles) as agents. Each MAV can independently use the SLAM
algorithm to complete the exploration task under its limited memory and
computing power. At the same time, all collected information is sent to the
central server. The central server is a ground station with more computing
resources. It is responsible for managing the maps of all agents, loop detection,
map merging, optimization, etc., and sending information back to each agent.
This is the first real-time collaborative monocular SLAM applied to MAVs.
2.3.2 Decentralized cooperative SLAM
Multiple robots equipped with sensors, communication components, and
processors are used to complete the mapping work in a decentralized system.
Each robot can run visual SLAM independently. The robots communicate with
each other. The computation for some tasks, such as map merging, is performed
by each robot on the team[54]. This system structure has higher requirements for
the computing power, storage capacity, and other hardware of each robot. In this
system structure, The range that the robot can explore will not be affected by
other robots. However, if a robot fails, its already constructed map may also be
damaged, but it will not affect the operation of other robots. [19], [55], [56], [57],
[58], [59] are all cooperative systems using this structure. [19] proposed a
distributed cooperative visual SLAM system based on neural networks. In this
method, the visual odometer part of ORB-SLAM2 is used to complete the
tracking and mapping. The neural network method NetVLAD[20] completes the
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loop detection part, and the communication within the ROS system is used to
complete the data transmission between robots. Each robot completes the
mapping task separately and completes data sharing with other robots within the
communication range. Each robot has set up the environment required by
NetVLAD. It uses NetVLAD to continuously detect the need for map merging
through the data received from other robots. Good results are obtained on the
KITTI dataset [14].

2.4. Loopback detection and Place Recognition
Place recognition[3] is of great significance to visual SLAM. The loop
detection based on place recognition can effectively help SLAM optimize and
adjust the pose estimation in time. Throughout the rest of the thesis, we will use
the terms loopback detection and place recognition interchangeably without
causing confusion in this context. The use of visual SLAM can solve the
mapping task of each robot in the cooperative system, but the obtained map is
independent. Using the algorithm of place recognition, it can be judged whether
two robots have come to the same area. After that, the maps of each robot are
merged to obtain a globally consistent map. In multi-robot SLAM, there are
many situations that can trigger a closed loop, such as direct encounters or
rendezvous of robots, or indirect encounters, when the robots see the same area
or feature in the world. According to different image processing methods, place
recognition algorithms can be divided into the following two types:
One is to select part of the image content to express, that is, to extract local
features, such as FAST[7], ORB[12]. Hundreds of local features may be
extracted from each image. Direct matching of features between images, such as
calculating the difference between two image feature descriptors, may not be
efficient. A model based on text retrieval techniques[35], the BoW(bag-of-words)
was proposal[33][34]. Using this model can improve the efficiency of detection.
It can cluster discrete extracted features, for example, using the k-means++
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algorithm [31]. It uses a large number of images to train offline to generate a
vocabulary containing multiple words. When it is applied to SLAM, it only needs
to load this vocabulary and then match each feature. Then each feature in each
image will be assigned a specific word, regardless of its geometry or spatial
structure. Using these words, the image can be simplified into some simple
structures of finite length n, such as vectors, binary strings, and histograms.
Among them, n is the number of words in the vocabulary. After that, it is easy to
compare the two images represented by the Bow model. For example, to
compare the Hamming distance of their corresponding word vectors. A typical
vocabulary usually contains thousands of words, but FAB-Map 2.0 [32] can use a
vocabulary as large as 10,000 words for place recognition [47]. Vocabulary trees
[36] can be applied to large-scene recognition of place recognition. There are
also some local feature-based algorithms that do not use the BoW model, such as
VLAD (Vectors of locally aggregated descriptor)[39][40].
The other method is based on global features. This method uses the entire
image to generate features. Such as GIST[37], HOG[38]. In recent years, neural
networks have become very popular in computer vision. There are also some
neural network-based methods that have been applied to place recognition, such
as NetVLAD [20]. NetVLAD is modified on the basis of VLAD and directly
embedded in the trainable CNN(convolutional neural network) architecture. It is
an end-to-end network that can be used for place recognition. [60] used the Edge
Boxes object proposal method[61] combined with a mid-level CNN[62] to
identify and extract landmarks to complete place recognition.
The neural network-based method needs to train the network model in
advance before it can be applied to the task. It usually requires a lot of time and
computation. The content of the training data usually set also affects the
performance of the network model. For example, a data set contains a large
number of outdoor scenes. The model trained with this data set may not be
effective for indoor place recognition. Using a trained model on a robot also
requires higher computing power for the robot, and sometimes a GPU is required.
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In the past few years, feature-based methods have become one of the main
technologies in place recognition. Its low computing cost and effectiveness make
it possible to be applied to low processing and storage capacity devices, such as
mobile phones, mobile robots[73]. The application scenarios of the multi-robot
cooperation visual SLAM system are complex and huge. It increases the
difficulty of pre-training of the neural network-based methods. The neural
network-based method requires a lot of computation. It is costly to configure
high-performance hardware, such as GPU, for each robot in a decentralized
system. In a centralized system, the central server itself needs to process a large
amount of information from the client robot, and the use of neural network-based
methods will increase its burden.
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In actual applications, it is usually necessary to use the SLAM system to map
and locate in large scenarios. Using a single robot to run the SLAM system is
very time-consuming. In this case, the multi-robot cooperative SLAM system can
complete the exploration of the scene and the construction of the map more
efficiently. Global place recognition and loop closure are necessary for map
matching and merging of different robots. In this cooperative SLAM system, we
use a visual odometer based on a panoramic camera as a sensor and a global
place recognition based on panoramic images. The use of panoramic images
solves the problem of loop detection in different trajectory directions in a
multi-robot system.

3.1 System Overview
As shown in Fig. 3.1, it is the structure of the multi-robot cooperative SLAM
system. The system contains a central server and multiple robots. Suppose robots
in the system are equipped with a panoramic camera and wireless communication
interfaces. Each robot starts from its initial position and independently constructs
its local map. The robot's initial position is random, which depends on the user.
The robots do not know the position and coordinate system of other robots. The
visual SLAM algorithm used by each robot is almost the same as the
algorithm[18]. The difference is that we have added a data transmission part in
the loop detection. The central server communicates with multiple robots in the
system. In the process of robot movement, each robot will send its map data to
the central server through its wireless communication channel. The central server
maintains a globally consistent map and a corresponding sub-map for each robot.
After the central server receives the data of each robot, it will reconstruct the
keyframes and map points consistent with each robot and add them to the
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sub-map corresponding to each robot. And the central server will do place
recognition among the sub-maps. When it is detected that different robots have
come to common areas, the sub-maps corresponding to these robots will be
merged. So as to get a globally consistent map.

Fig. 3.1 The structure of the cooperative SLAM system

3.2 Single Robot Mapping with panoramic SLAM:
Each robot independently completes the exploration of the environment and
the construction of the local map. The algorithm of single robot mapping is based
on a panoramic SLAM. It is a multi-fisheye camera method, which is a SLAM
system based on panoramic images [18]. The system uses a multi-fisheye camera
to obtain 360-view images as input. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the image can generate
a panoramic image. The features extracted using panoramic images can contain
visual information in various directions and can be used for loop detection. This
panoramic image-based visual SLAM is suitable for a multi-robot cooperative
system.
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Fig. 3.2 Panoramic images composed of five sub-images
3.2.1 System framework
The system framework of panoramic SLAM is very similar to
ORB-SLAM2. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the panoramic SLAM also uses three
independent threads, Tracking, Local mapping, and Loop closing. When the loop
is detected, BA will also be used twice to correct the estimated camera poses and
the coordinates of the map points.
As ORB-SLAM2, it also uses a keyframe-based concept. Although ORB
features are extracted, and the pose is estimated for each frame, the high-quality
frames used to represent the map are selected as keyframes through some
conditions, as explained in Section 3.2.6. The map contains only high-quality
keyframes and no redundant frames. It can ensure the effectiveness and
lightweight of the map.
It also uses some structures used in ORB-SLAM2 to express the relationship
between key frames. For example, Co-visibility Graph. The co-visibility graph
represents a weighted undirected acyclic graph. The nodes in the graph are the
keyframes. The weight of each edge that connects two nodes in the graph is
calculated as the number of map points the two nodes share. Through this map, it
can easily find the keyframes that have a common observation relationship with
the current keyframe, and the strength of the common observation relationship,
that is, the number of map points that are commonly observed. In the following
introduction, we will use the co-visibility keyframe to represent the keyframe
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that has a common observation relationship with the current frame in the
co-visibility graph.
The difference from ORB-SLAM2 is in some detail. For example, fisheye
images require more complex distortion correction than monocular images. The
following will introduce the difference between the panoramic SLAM and
ORB-SLAM2 in the system's operation.

Fig. 3.3 The system framework of panoramic SLAM
3.2.2 Panoramic camera imaging
Compared with the pinhole camera model, panoramic camera imaging can
directly project the three-dimensional points to the normalized plane. In contrast,
the fisheye camera has an additional intermediate process: first project the
three-dimensional point on the unit sphere and then project the points on the unit
sphere on the normalized plane.
3.2.3 Feature extraction
ORB-SLAM2 extracts the ORB features of the image to estimate the
camera's pose. The feature matching in the entire SLAM system uses a unified
ORB feature, and there is no additional feature extraction step. ORB feature
extraction takes less time and occupies less computing resources than SIFT and
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other features, about 15-20ms, which provides the basis for the real-time
characteristic of ORB-SLAM2. The feature extraction usually refers to the two
processes of extracting keypoints and calculating descriptors. ORB-SLAM2
extracts the FAST [41] of the image as the keypoint and calculates the BRIEF
descriptor [42].
Panoramic SLAM uses ORB features the same as ORB-SLAM2. The
panoramic image captured by the panoramic camera is merged together from five
sub-images. Therefore, panoramic SLAM starts five threads to extract features
from five sub-images when extracting features. The thread with fast feature
extraction needs to wait for the thread with slow feature extraction. After the five
feature extraction threads are finished, the five features are processed further.
As shown in Fig. 3.4, it is an example of a FAST keypoint. We can obtain 16
pixels on a circle with P as the center and a radius of 3 pixels for a pixel P.
Assuming that the gray value of P is �� , and setting a threshold T, such as 30%

of �� . If there are consecutive N points among the 16 pixels that do not meet the
following conditions, it can be judged that the pixel P is a keypoint (N usually
takes 12, that is, FAST-12).
�� − � ≤ �� ≤ �� + �

(3.2.3.1)

Generally, to improve the extraction efficiency further, it will first judge the
4 pixels around the P point. If 3 points meet the requirements, then further judge
the other pixels. In addition, it also usually uses Harris corner measure [43] to
sort the FAST keypoints, and then obtain the first M keypoints as the real FAST
key points.
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Fig. 3.4 The example of FAST keypoint[41]

Fig. 3.5 The example of Pyramid structure
To ensure the scale invariance of FAST keypoints, the pyramid structure is
introduced. Fig. 3.5 shows a 6-layer pyramid structure containing five images of
different scales scaled from an image and the origin image. The higher the
number of pyramid layers, the smaller the area of the scaled image, and the
smaller the number of features that can be extracted. Assuming the area of an
image is S, the scale factor is scale, then the area of the image after scaling is:
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�� = � × ������ ( 0 ≤ � ≤ � − 1, 0 < ����� < 1)

(3.2.3.2)

Where n represents the number of pyramid layers, and N represents the
maximum number of pyramid layers. If n equals 0, it is the original image at the
bottom layer. If n equals N-1, which means the image at the top level. Then the
total area of the entire pyramid is:
Area = � × �����0 + � × �����1 + � × �����2 + . . . + � × ������−1
→ Area = S ×

(1−�����)�
1− �����

(3.2.3.3)

Assuming that the number of features extracted from the entire pyramid is M,
then the number of feature points per unit area is:
���� =

�

����

� ×(1− �����)

=

� ×(1−�����)�

Then, the number of features that should be allocated to the α layer is:
�α = ���� × �α =

� × (1− �����)
(1−�����)�

× �����α

(3.2.3.4)

(3.2.3.5)

The extracted ORB feature is oriented FAST, the keypoint with direction.
The specific steps are:
1. For a local small image block B, define the moment of the image block
as:
��,� =

�,� � �

�� �� �(�, �), �, � = {0 , 1}.

(3.2.3.6)

2. The centroid of image block B can be found by moments:
m10

C =

m00

,

m01
m00

(3.2.3.7)

3. Connect the geometric center O and the centroid C of the image block to
get a direction vector

→
, so the direction of the feature can be defined as:
��
θ = arctan( m01 m10 ).

(3.2.3.8)

So far, a FAST keypoint with scale and direction attributes has been extracted.
In addition to extracting FAST keypoints, it also needs to calculate the
BRIEF descriptor. The BRIEF descriptor in ORB-SLAM2 is a binary descriptor.
It has 256 bits in total. Each bit is 0 or 1. The extraction steps are:
1. Take the key point P as the center and d as the radius to make a circle O.
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2. Select N point pairs in a certain pattern in circle O. Take Fig. 3.6 as an
example, N=4. In practical applications, N can be 256. Then, we can find
four-point pairs, namely:
�1 (�1 , �1 ), �2 (�2 , �2 ), �3 (�3 , �3 ), �4 (�4 , �4 )

(3.2.3.9)

3. Give a definition F such as:

�(�(�, �)) =

1,
0,

�� > ��
�� < ��

(3.2.3.10)

Where�� ��� �� respectively represent the gray value of points A and B.

4. Perform F operation on the four-point pairs that have been obtained
separately, assuming we can get
��1 (�1 , �1 )) = 0,
��2 (�2 , �2 )) = 1,
��3 (�3 , �3 )) = 0,
��4 (�4 , �4 )) = 1.

(3.2.3.11)

5. Combine the results to get the final descriptor as 0101.
So far, an ORB feature containing Oriented FAST keypoints and BRIEF
descriptor has been extracted, which has rotation and scale invariance.

Fig. 3.6 The example of the BRIEF descriptor of pixel P.
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3.2.4 Initialization
The tracking thread is responsible for extracting ORB features and
estimating camera pose and for initializing the map. Initialization is responsible
for selecting two consecutive frames as the starting frames in the map through
feature matching. The pose estimation of the current frame is closely related to
the pose of the previous frame and the map point. The selected starting frames
are very important for the estimation of the subsequent camera trajectory. The
following is the initialization process of monocular mode as an example.
In the first stage, two consecutive frames are selected through feature
matching in ORB-SLAM2. Initialization will be completed when the matching
relationship between them is good enough. Otherwise, the initialization will be
delayed, and subsequent frames will be continuously detected until two frames
meet the initialization conditions. In the ORB-SLAM2 system, the threshold set
by the author is 100. That is, the number of features matched between two
consecutive frames must be greater than 100 to be initialized.
The closer the fisheye image is to the boundary, the greater the distortion is.
Therefore, it is difficult to match the features extracted from the fisheye image
accurately. In order to reduce the situation that incorrect matching causes
inaccurate initialization, three frames instead of two are used here. In addition,
the threshold for the number of matched features is also stricter. The threshold
used by ORB-SLAM2 is 100, and the threshold used by panoramic SLAM is
200.
In the second stage, according to the obtained matching relationship between
the two frames, the pose between the two frames is calculated through the
epipolar geometry. It uses both the homography matrix H suitable for planar
scenes and the basic matrix F suitable for ordinary scenes. The RANSAC method
is used to calculate the two models simultaneously, and the optimal H and F are
solved. The specific method is as follows,
Homography model：
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Fundamental model：

�� = ��� ��

(3.2.4.1)

��� ��� �� = 0

(3.2.4.2)

Where �� represents the point in the current frame. �� represents the point

in the reference frame. ��� represents the homography matrix. ��� represents
the fundamental matrix。

The two models are calculated in parallel using the RANCACS scheme, as
explained in [44]. To ensure that the calculation processes of the two models are
as similar as possible, the number of iterations used to calculate the two models
is the same. The number of iterations set is 200. Moreover, the number of
matching features used for each iteration calculation is also the same. Eight for
the fundamental matrix, and 4 of them for the homography. For each iteration, a
score �� is calculated for each model M,
�� =

�

(��(�2�� (��� , ��� , �)) + �� (�2�� (��� , ��� , �))) (3.2.4.3)

��(�2 ) =

� − �2 , �� �2 < ��
0, �� �2 ≥ ��

(3.2.4.4)

Where M can be H and F. �2�� ��� �2�� are the symmetric transfer errors[44]

from one frame to the other, also regarded as reprojection errors. �� can be
taken different values according to different models, 5.99 for �� , 3.84 for �� . �

is defined as equal to �� . Therefore, for the same, the symmetric transfer errors
d, the

�� two models calculated are the same. The smaller d, the larger the

value �� , the more accurate the model M. After multiple iterations, it keeps the
two models with the highest scores and records it as �� and �� . If the scores of

the two models are not high, it means that the matching effect between the two
frames is not very good, and two matching frames need to be selected again.
Then, to better initialize for different scenarios, the author of ORB-SLAM2
used the following formula to select two models further.
�� =
26
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�� + ��

(3.2.4.5)
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If �� > 0.45, it will select the homography matrix. Otherwise, it will select the

fundamental matrix. After selecting the model, it can further calculate the motion
state of the camera. Then, the coordinates in the world coordinate system of the
3d points corresponding to the two frames can be recovered by triangulation.
Finally, the system executes a full BA optimization through the above series of
calculations to obtain the initial camera pose and point cloud map.
3.2.5 Tracking
This section is mainly to track and estimate the pose of each frame. The
most accurate pose estimation can be obtained by finding as many
correspondences as possible between the current frame and the local map. As in
ORB-SLAM2, three models are used to initialize the camera's pose. After the
initial camera pose is obtained, a local map is first established according to the
current frame. Next, it uses the keyframes and map points in the local map to find
the connection between the current frame and more map points. Then, it
optimizes the initialized camera pose. Finally, whether the current frame needs to
be defined as a keyframe will be judged. The following will describe the tracking
steps in detail.
The three models refer to tracking with motion model, tracking with
reference keyframe, and relocalization. Usually, tracking with a motion model is
used. This model assumes that the camera is moving at a constant speed. In this
case, the pose and velocity of the previous frame can be used to estimate the pose
of the current frame. Then it finds the map point that matches the previous frame
through projection. The initialized camera pose is satisfied if the number of
matches is enough. Then the matched map points and the initialized pose will be
added to the graph optimization.
If there are few matching map points, it means that tracking with the motion
model is not applicable, and tracking with reference keyframe will be used.
Under this model, the number of matching features between two frames is first
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found through BoW feature matching. If the number is large enough, the
matching relationship between the two frames is close. Then it sets the current
frame's initial pose to the previous frame's pose. Then it puts this pose, and the
map points corresponding to the matched feature points into the graph
optimization.
The third model, relocalization, is usually only used when tracking lost. The
tracking cannot proceed when the current frame and the nearest frame can not
pass the first two models. That is, the tracking is lost. At this time, it needs to use
relocalization to relocate to continue tracking. First, it finds a set of candidate
keyframes similar to the current frame in the map through BoW feature matching.
The number of candidate keyframes in this set may be 0 or 1 or more. This step
is similar to finding loop candidate keyframes through BoW feature matching in
loop detection. After obtaining the candidate keyframes, it traverses the obtained
set and calculates the camera pose through the RANSAC and PNP algorithms.
After the camera pose is obtained, optimization is performed first, and after
optimization, a value is returned to judge the optimization result. If the
optimization result is not satisfied, it uses projection matching to find more
relevant map points and then optimize. If the optimization result is still not
satisfied, a narrower window will be used to re-project, and the new projection
matching will be used for optimization. If the optimization result is still not
satisfied, it is determined that the candidate keyframe cannot form a tracking
match with the current frame, and the next keyframe matching is continued. If a
satisfied optimization result is obtained in a certain step in the middle, it means
that relocation can be performed, and the traversal of candidate key frames is
exited.
After obtaining the initial pose estimation of the current frame, it can find
more correspondences from the generated map points by projection. The number
of map points in the global map is usually huge. It is inappropriate to project all
map points. Theoretically, only map points near the current frame will have an
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effective projection. Therefore, only the current frame is projected on the local
map.
Before introducing the local map, some concepts need to be explained. For
keyframes F1 and F2, if they observe that the number of the same map points is
greater than a certain number (at least 15), they are considered co-visibility
frames. It usually counts the number of the same map points they have observed
and sorts them. The sequence composed of the first ten frames with the best
co-visibility is recorded as BestObserve10. A keyframe KF will be set as the
child of the best keyframe BestObserveKF in the co-visibility relationship. On
the contrary, BestObserveKF is the parent of this KF. A keyframe can have many
children but only one parent.
The sequence of keyframes that observe the same map point with the current
frame F is denoted as K1. The keyframe sequence composed of BestObserve of
all keyframes in K1 is denoted as K2. The keyframe sequence composed of Child
and parent of all keyframes in K1 is denoted as K3. The keyframes in K1, K2,
and K3, and the map points that can be observed by these keyframes together
form the local map corresponding to the current frame. In the local map, the key
frame with the largest number of observations of the same map point as the
current frame will be set as the reference keyframe Kref. After the current frame
is connected with more map points, these map points will optimize the camera
pose. The following are the steps to search for map points in the local map for the
current frame:
1. Project the map points into the current frame and only retain those
projected in the image bound of the frame.
2. The current viewing ray is denoted as v, the map point mean viewing
direction is denoted as n, if v ∙ n < cos60° , the point cloud in the range is
retained.

3. The distance from map point to camera center is denoted as d, [dmin,
dmax] is defined as an area with a constant scale, and only the point cloud with d
in the area[dmin, dmax] is retained.
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4. Calculate the scale factor d/dmin of the image.
5. Compare the representative descriptor D of the map point with the ORB

descriptor that has not yet matched in the frame. According to the previously
calculated scale factor d/dmin, find the best match.
The last step is to determine whether the current frame F needs to be defined
as a keyframe. The purpose of setting key frames in the map instead of ordinary
frames is to use the least data to represent the most comprehensive map
information, thereby reducing the amount of data in the global map. The
keyframes can neither be too tight nor too sparse. There are several conditions:
1. It must have passed more than 20 frames from the last global
relocalization.
2. It must have passed more than 20 frames from the last keyframe insertion,
or local mapping is idle.
3. At least 50 points are tracked by the current frame.
4. The current frame tracks less than 90% map points than Kref.
3.2.6 Keyframe selection
The scene information captured by the panoramic camera is richer, which
means that the viewpoint between consecutive frames may be very different. It is
easy to lose track when there are not enough matching points. Therefore,
panoramic SLAM needs to insert keyframes more frequently than ORB-SLAM2.
There is no need to consider the problem of redundancy caused by the frequent
insertion of keyframes. Because in the local mapping, redundant keyframes will
be discarded. The following are the judgment conditions for panoramic SLAM to
generate keyframes:
1. If more than eight frames have not been generated keyframes, then the
current frame is defined as a keyframe. In ORB-SLAM, this threshold is 20.
2. If the newly generated map points by triangulation in the local mapping
thread exceed 1.7 times the number of map points correctly tracked in the
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current frame, then the current frame is defined as a keyframe. The new map
points generated by triangulation from the previous keyframe are not used in
the tracking process of the current frame. If there are too many newly
generated map points, a new keyframe needs to be generated at this time to
establish a connection with these newly generated map points.
3. The number of map points tracked in the current frame is less than 85%
of the tracked points in the previous frame, and the local mapping thread is
idle. This step means that there should not be too many map points tracked
between two keyframes. Even if the local mapping thread is idle, but more
than 85%, no keyframe will be generated.
4. The number of map points tracked in the current frame is less than 50%
of the track points in the previous frame. It means that the number of tracked
map points may be too few. If the key frame is not inserted in time, tracking
loss may occur.
5. The local mapping thread is idle.

3.2.7 Construction of co-visibility keyframes
The scene information captured by the panoramic camera is richer, and
more features are extracted. Panoramic images create more co-visibility
opportunities than a pinhole camera with a small FoV. Too many co-visibility
keyframes will lead to redundancy of information and increase unstable
geometric problems. For example, two keyframes far apart may establish a
co-visibility relationship because of some map points with a large depth. This
co-visibility relationship is unnecessary and affects the local optimization of the
camera pose. Therefore, according to the special situation of the panoramic
camera, it sets the co-visibility keyframe to meet at the same time:
1. The number of co-visibility map points with the current keyframe is more
than 50;
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2.

The interval between the current keyframe and the co-visibility keyframe

in the image sequence does not exceed 40 keyframes.
3.

The number of features whose co-visibility map points with the current

keyframe are greater than 2 in the pyramid level of the two frames does not
exceed 85% of the total co-visibility map points. The pyramid ensures the
scale invariance of the features. The greater the difference in the number of
pyramid levels of the frames where the two matched features are located, the
greater the depth difference between the two features.
3.2.8 Local Mapping
Local mapping is responsible for maintaining the global map and managing
keyframes and map points. It mainly includes the following aspects:
1. Process the new keyframe mCurrentKF sent by tracking. Some attributes
in the new keyframe need to be calculated and updated. For example, the BoW
vector of the keyframe. After processing, add the key frame to the map.
2. Detect and update the corresponding relationship between the current
keyframe and the map points in the map. The map points also have some
attributes that need to be calculated and updated.
3. Restore new map points and add them to the global map. Detect the
keyframe sequence K1 composed of the current keyframe mCurrentKF and its
co-visibility keyframes. Use triangulation to match the keyframes in
mCurrentKF and K1. If there are matching features and they have not been
generated 3D points, then a new 3D map point is generated. Add them to the map
after establishing the connection between these newly generated map points and
keyframes.
4. Perform data fusion and merge redundant keyframes and map points. The
condition for judging redundant keyframes is that if more than 90% of the map
points in the current keyframe can be found in other keyframes, then this
keyframe is considered redundant. The judgment condition for redundant map
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points is to detect whether two map points correspond to the same features. It
needs to obtain a keyframe sequence K1 composed of co-visibility keyframes of
the current keyframe and a key frame sequence K2 composed of co-visibility
keyframes of the keyframes in K1. The map points corresponding to the
keyframes in K1 and K2 are projected onto the keyframes for feature matching to
select the optimal matching points. If the distance between the descriptor of the
matching map point and the descriptor of the current map point is less than the
threshold, it means that the two map points correspond to the same feature. In
this case, the two map points need to be fused. The fusion method is to use map
points with a large number of observations instead of map points with a small
number of observations.
5. Local BA. A keyframe sequence composed of co-visibility keyframes of
the current keyframe mCurrentKF is denoted as K1. K1 contains mcurrentKF.
The map points sequence composed of the map points that the keyframe can
observe in K1 is denoted as MP1. The keyframe sequence K2, composed of the
keyframes that can observe the map points in MP1, is denoted as K2. K2 does
not contain K1 and the current keyframe. The local BA optimization optimizes a
local map composed of keyframe sequences K1 and K2.
6. Send the current keyframe mCurrentKF to the loop detection thread.
3.2.9 Loop Detection
As shown in Fig. 3.3 above, the loop detection in panoramic SLAM is
divided into four parts, detect candidate keyframe, compute SE3, loop fusion,
optimize keyframe pose. The Detect candidate keyframe in panoramic SLAM is
completely different from ORB-SLAM2. The remaining three parts are basically
the same.
In actual scenarios, the loop detection performance of the BoW-based
method in traverse or reverse directions is not good [46]. This part of panoramic
SLAM does not use ORB features and the BoW algorithm. It uses the method
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mentioned in [47], which uses the LDB (Local Difference Binary) feature[9]. It
extracts a binary string

Pk for each sub-panorama Ik in a panoramic image I.

The binary string of a panoramic image is calculated by concatenating (++) the
binary strings of n sub-panoramas, as explained in the following expression.
P = P1 ++ P2 ++ P3 ++ . . . ++ Pn

(3.2.9.1)

Calculating the similarity between panoramic images i and j can be done by
associating the elements of Pi , Pj and generating a distance matrix M. For a

monocular image loop closure detection or unidirectional loop closures detection
as ORB-SLAM2, it is sufficient to use a correlation method based on a sum of
bits and an XOR operation, as the following expression.
��,� = ��,� = ������( �� ⨁ �� )

(3.2.9.2)

However, this correlation method is not suitable for loop detection of
panoramic images. The feature extraction in the image is related to the feature's
location in the image. The position of the feature in the image will also affect the
coordinates of its corresponding 3d point in the world coordinate system. There
is a panorama (I) that contains five sub-panoramas I0 ，I1 ，I2 ，I3 ，I4 . The feature

vector extracted in the order o I0 ，I1 ，I2 ，I3 ，I4 is P. The feature vector extracted

in the order of I1 ，I2 ，I3 ，I4 ，I0 is �' . These two feature vectors are very different.

In practical applications, this situation means that the robot is standing in the
same place only rotates, and the feature vector extracted from the captured image
is very different. In this case, it is difficult to detect the loop. It is not appropriate
to directly compare the feature vectors between the entire panoramic images. [47]
proposed a cross-correlation method between binary strings based on
sub-panoramas. As shown in Fig. 3.7, the first step is to calculate a
cross-correlation matric C between panoramic images i and j, whose elements is
the distance calculated by the different binary strings associated with each pair of
sub panoramas (k,l), as shown in equation (3.2.9.3). Then calculate the minimum
value in C and store it in M as the final distance between i and j, as shown in
equation (3.2.9.4).
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��,� = ��,� = ������( ��,� ⨁ ��,� )
��,� = ��,� = ��� �

(3.2.9.3)
(3.2.9.4)

Fig. 3.7 The calculation of distances between panoramic images i and j. Both i
and j consist of 4 sub-panoramas.
The steps to detect candidate keyframe in panorama SLAM are,
1.

Get all the keyframes on the map. Discard all the co-visibility keyframes

of the current keyframe from these keyframes. The remained keyframes are
recorded as the historical candidate keyframe HistoricalCandidateKF.
2.

Calculate the distance matrix M between the current keyframe and the

keyframes in HistoricalCandidateKF, respectively.
3.

Each M calculated in step 2 will be compared with a fixed threshold.

Only the candidate keyframe corresponding to M that is less than the fixed
threshold will be considered to be sufficiently similar to the current
keyframe and stored in ��1��������� .

So far, the appearance-based detection is completed. The above steps are
gradually increasing the filtering conditions and reducing the candidate keyframe
set. This method takes advantage of the search and matching efficiency of the
bag-of-words model to complete the coarse search of candidate keyframes
quickly. Later, the final candidate keyframe will be further determined through
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geometry-based verification. The main steps of geometric verification are as
follows:
1.
2.

Traverse the candidate keyframe set ��1���������.

Perform feature matching on the current keyframe and the loop

candidate keyframe to obtain the matching number of features and the
corresponding map points. Only the loop candidate keyframe can proceed to
the next step which the number of matching features is greater than the
threshold.
3.

Use the RANSAC algorithm[45] to solve the similar transformation of

the current keyframe and the loop candidate keyframe. At the same time, the
number of inliers will be returned. The number of inliers indicates the
accuracy of the calculated similar transformation matrix.
4.

If the number of inliers meets the threshold, a similar transformation

matrix Sim3 is returned. Then based on this similar transformation matrix,
use reprojection to search for a match, and return the number of inliers. The
number of inliers indicates whether the calculated transformation matrix is
suitable for most matched map points.
5.

If the number of inliers meets the threshold, this loop candidate

keyframe can be a final loop frame.
So far, the loop detection part is over. A highly reliable loop can be obtained
through coarse filtering based on appearance and detailed verification based on
geometry. The next step is to optimize the map based on the detected loops.
Optimization is divided into two parts. The optimization scope of the first part is
the keyframes and map points near the loop. The optimization scope of the
second part is the global map. The specific steps are as follows:
1.

Request the local mapping thread to stop and terminate the existing

global optimization process. This step is to ensure the stability of keyframes
and map points in the map.
2.

According to the calculated similarity transformation matrix Sim3 of the

current

keyframe,

the pre-correction
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and post-correction

similarity
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transformation matrices of the co-visibility keyframe of the current key
frame are solved.
3.

According to the similar transformation matrix, recalculate the world

coordinates of all map points in the co-visibility keyframe.
4.

Perform the fusion of map points. The two keyframes that generate the

loop and the map points near them are far apart, and the map points
corresponding to the same feature are not fused in the local map thread. This
map points corresponding to the same feature need to be fused here.
5.

Because the map points have changed, the co-visibility keyframe of the

current keyframe has also changed. After updating the co-visibility
relationship, the co-visibility keyframes of the current keyframe are denoted
as K1. The co-visibility keyframes of the keyframes in K1 are denoted as K2.
The keyframe sequence composed of K1 and K2 is denoted as
LoopConnections. Optimization is run based on the keyframe sequence
LoopConnections.
6.

Open the global optimization thread to calculate the reprojection error

according to the map points, and keyframe poses to optimize the global map.
This thread will only open after the loop is detected.

3.3 Communication Model
3.3.1 What to transmit?
We transmit data mainly about keyframes and map points and their
corresponding relationships. We use keyframes instead of all normal frames.
Only necessary parameters of keyframes and map points are transmitted. For
example, a data set containing 498 frames, a map constructed by a single robot
only contains 181 keyframes. Only transmitting keyframes greatly reduces the
data that needs to be transmitted and ensures the map information's integrity.
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3.3.2 How to transmit?
We use LCM(Lightweight Communications and Marshalling)[48] to
complete data transmission between robots. LCM can encapsulate the data to be
transmitted into a whole, facilitating data transmission and management.
3.3.3 When to transmit?
Data is sent continuously. Our goal is to continuously rebuild the map of
each robot using the transmitted data in the central server, so there is no tracking
module in the central server. As shown in Fig. 3.8, it is the processing of
keyframes and map points by the four modules in robots. The tracking and local
mapping module will constantly create, update, and discard keyframes and map
points. The optimization module will also update the discard keyframes and map
points. The loop detection module only uses the information of keyframes and
map points and does not update their information. Therefore, we chose to fetch
the relevant data in the loop thread of each robot and transmit it.

Fig. 3.8 The processing of keyframes and map points by the four modules in
robots
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3.3.4 How to handle packet loss?
In the process of transmission, packet loss is inevitable due to the
bottleneck of network communication. As shown in Fig. 3.9, it is the impact of
packet loss on map reconstruction in the central server. In the central server, it is
necessary to reconstruct the keyframes and map points according to the received
data. The construction of keyframes is independent and not restricted by other
keyframes and map points. When constructing each map point, a reference
keyframe needs to be set. Each map point has an observation sequence. The
keyframe in the sequence represents the keyframe that can observe the map point.
The first keyframe in the sequence will be set as the reference keyframe of the
map point. Usually, a keyframe can be used as a reference keyframe for multiple
map points. If any packet is lost during transmission, although it will not affect
the transmission of subsequent packets, it will cause the subsequent map points
to fail to be constructed. In this case, if we don't give up on the construction of
this missing information map point, the system will not be able to run. If we
choose to abandon the construction of these map points, it may cause a lot of
information to be missing in the constructed map. However, our central server
can associate the current map points with the keyframes currently in the sub-map,
even if their reference keyframes are not added to the sub-map because of packet
loss.
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Fig. 3.9 The impact of packet loss on map reconstruction in the central server
As shown in Fig. 3.10, it is the processing flow of the received data in the
central server. The map information is obtained and sent from a loop detection
thread of a robot. The received data will be used to reconstruct keyframes and
map points. The construction of the keyframe is simple. Only the corresponding
data is required. The construction of map points is relatively complicated. We
have set up some solutions to handle packet loss in the central server, the red part
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in Fig. 3.10. First, it will detect whether the reference keyframe corresponding to
the map point is in the map, and if it is, the map point will be directly generated.
If not, take a keyframe from the observation queue of the map point. Then
determine whether this keyframe is on the map. Until it finds a keyframe in the
map, just set it as the reference keyframe corresponding to the map point and
generate it. Stored in the observation queue of the map point are all the
keyframes that can observe the map point. These processes improve the stability
of the system.

Fig. 3.10 The processing flow of the received data
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3.4 Loop Closure Detection and Map Merging
3.4.1 The trajectory directions of loop detection

Fig. 3.11 Examples of the same trajectory direction, the opposing trajectory
direction, and the perpendicular trajectory direction. The direction of arrows
indicates the direction of the robots’ trajectory. The solid arrow indicates the
current position of the robot. The dotted arrow indicates the previous trajectory
of the robot.
In the cooperative SLAM system, loop closure detection is used to
accomplish two tasks. One is used on the robot to optimize its trajectory and the
local map. The other is used on the central server to detect the encounter of
different robots. As shown in Fig. 3.11, the encounter of multiple robots can be
mainly divided into three situations, the same trajectory direction, the opposing
trajectory direction, and the perpendicular trajectory direction.
As shown in Fig. 3.12, in the case of the same trajectory direction, when the
robot returns to the place it has visited before, its viewpoint does not change
much, and the scene it captures is very similar. The features extracted from these
two images will also be similar. However, as shown in Fig. 3.13, in the case of
the same trajectory direction, its viewpoint has changed a lot, and the scene it
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captured is not similar to the scene captured under the same trajectory direction.
The difference between the features extracted from the two panoramas will
increase. Therefore, loops in different trajectory directions are more difficult to
detect than loops in the same trajectory direction.

Fig. 3.12 Two images from the KITTI dataset [14]. The two images can be
detected as loops in the same trajectory direction.

Fig. 3.13 Two images from the KITTI dataset [14]. The two images can be
detected as loops in the opposing trajectory direction.
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We found through experiments that neither the loop detection of

ORB-SLAM2 nor the loop detection of panoramic SLAM is sufficient for the
multi-robot system. Because the multi-robot system often has loops in different
trajectory directions, detecting the loop in ORB-SLAM2 and the panoramic
SLAM is not easy. ORB-SLAM2 can not detect because it is limited by the
camera's FoV and lacks visual features in other directions. Although panoramic
images provide sufficient visual features for loop detection in different trajectory
directions, the filtering conditions of candidate loop keyframes of panoramic
SLAM make it difficult to detect loops in different trajectory directions. We
propose an adaptive threshold method to solve the loop detection problem in
different trajectory directions. The next chapter will specifically introduce the
insufficiency of the loop detection of ORB-SLAM2 and panoramic SLAM' and
the method of adaptive thresholds.
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3.4.2 Map Merging

Fig. 3.14 The process of loop detection and map merging. The triangle represents
the keyframe of the robot. The red and yellow triangles represent the movement
trajectory of robot-1. The green and blue triangles represent the movement
trajectory of robot-2. The yellow and blue triangles represent the matched loop
pairs obtained from the two sub-maps.
As shown in Fig. 3.14, loop detection is in charge of detecting loop matched
pairs between different sub-maps. After detecting a loop, a 4× 4 matrix MRT of
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the loop matched pairs are obtained by RANSAC iterations. It represents a
similar transformation between the pose of the current keyframe and the pose of
the detected loop keyframe. Using MRT

we can obtain the relationship of

rotation and translation between the poses of these two keyframes.
MRT =

R3×3
01×3

T3×1
1

(3.4.2.1)

Then, we can use the 4× 4 matrix RT to merge the sub-map corresponding

to the two robots by a rigid transformation. It transforms every keyframe and
map point in two local coordinate systems to a global coordinate system.
�2 = MRT × �1

(3.4.2.2)

Where �1 and �2 are the poses of the keyframes and the coordinates of the

map points in the two coordinate systems respectively. The global consistent map
can be obtained by merging the sub-maps of the two robots.
Once the sub-map of the robot is merged into the global consistent map, the
above RT matrix is applied to add the subsequent keyframes and map points of
the robot into the global map. In this way, the global consistent map can be built
continuously.
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4 Loop Detection on Panoramic Images
4.1 The shortcomings of ORB-SLAM2: on viewpoint
After studying ORB-SLAM2, we found that although it performs well in
mapping and loop detection, it is still insufficient for a multi-robot cooperative
system. One of the most important reasons is that, limited by the sensor's
FoV(field of view), it can only complete loop detection in the same trajectory
direction. As shown in Fig. 4.1, it shows the comparison between the trajectory
generated by the monocular ORB-SLAM2 and the ground truth. It can be seen
that the estimated trajectory drifts greatly. The reason is that the loops in this
scene occur in different trajectory directions. It is difficult for the monocular
ORB-SLAM2 to detect the loop, so its trajectory can not be optimized through
the loop. In a multi-robot cooperative system, loop detection is used to optimize
the motion trajectory of each robot itself and for map merging. A loop is detected
in a newly generated keyframe for a single robot. If another keyframe of this
match comes from the robot itself, then loop detection will be used to optimize
the robot's motion trajectory. If this matching keyframe comes from another
robot, it means that the two robots have come to the same place, and the motion
trajectories of the two robots need to be merged. Because the direction of each
robot's movement is random, in the loop detection of a multi-robot system, loop
detection in different trajectory directions is often encountered. This is something
that ORB-SLAM2 can not do. Because of the sensors it carries, whether it is
monocular, stereo, RGB-D, because of the limitation of FoV, ORB-SLAM2
lacks visual information in other directions. There is no way to detect loops in
different trajectory directions. Therefore, we further studied the fisheye
camera-based visual SLAM with a larger FoV.
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Fig. 4.1 Estimated trajectory (black) and ground-truth (red) in KITTI 08[11]

4.2 The shortcomings of Fisheye SLAM: on viewpoint
As shown in Fig. 4.2, the FoV of a single fisheye camera-based
Cube-mapSLAM is obviously larger than a monocular camera and contains more
scene information. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the combination of multiple fisheye
cameras can capture images in more directions to obtain more scene information.
It is beneficial for loop closure detection. However, the combination of multiple
fisheye cameras in Multicol-SLAM still lacks visual information in some
directions. But the idea of multi-fisheye cameras is very enlightening. Following
this idea, using a panoramic camera as a sensor can obtain 360° scene

information, as shown in Fig. 4.4. It is sufficient for loop closure detection in
different trajectory directions.
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Fig. 4.2 The comparison of FoV between cube-mapSLAM(left) and
ORB-SLAM(right)

Fig. 4.3 The FoV of Multicol-SLAM

Fig. 4.4 Panoramic images composed of five sub-images
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4.3 The shortcomings of Panoramic SLAM: threshold in loop
detection
After our research, we found that the loop detection in the original
panoramic SLAM can detect loops in the same trajectory direction, but
sometimes it is challenging to detect loops in different trajectory directions. Loop
detection uses a distance threshold to filter out keyframes that are not similar to
the current keyframe, as described in Section 3.2.9.
As shown in Fig. 4.5, we can get that the calculated distance between
different keyframes and their loop frames fluctuates greatly. The smallest
distance is less than 55,000, and the largest distance is greater than 90,000.
As shown in Fig. 4.6, it is the calculated distance ranges between a
keyframe(id = 270) and its co-visibility keyframes, loop keyframes, and non-loop
keyframes. We can get that the calculated distance range of the loop keyframe is
closer to the co-visibility keyframes than the non-loop keyframe.
As shown in Fig. 4.7, it compares distance ranges calculated from the
keyframe(id = 498) with its co-visibility keyframes, loop keyframes in the same
trajectory direction, and loop keyframes in different trajectory directions in the
ground-truth. We can get that the calculated distance range for the same
trajectory direction is very different from the calculated distance range for
different trajectory directions. The calculated distance range for the loop
keyframe in the same trajectory direction and different trajectory directions are
almost all within the range calculated by the co-visibility keyframes.
As shown in Fig. 4.8, it shows that the distance ranges are calculated by
loops in different trajectory directions and the same trajectory direction. We can
get that the calculated distance ranges of the two same trajectory directions are
close. The calculated distance ranges of the two different trajectory directions are
close. However, the calculated distance range for the same trajectory direction is
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very different from the calculated distance range for different trajectory
directions.
Through the analysis of these three kinds of data, we have come to the
following conclusions:
1. The calculated distance of different keyframes and their corresponding
loop keyframes fluctuate greatly.
2. The calculated distance between a keyframe and its loop keyframes is
closer to the distance calculated between a co-visibility keyframe than a
non-looped keyframe.
3. Setting a lower threshold will cause many loop keyframes to be
undetected, and these looped keyframes are discarded.
4. Setting a higher threshold will cause many non-loop keyframes that are
not similar to the current keyframe to remain. Although these non-loop
keyframes in the candidate keyframe sequence will be discarded in the
subsequent geometric verification process, it increases the amount of
calculation of the system.
5. The range of the distance calculated by the loop in the same trajectory
direction is different from the distance calculated by the loop in the different
trajectory directions. The viewpoint of the two cameras that are not in the
same loop is rotated, which will lead to a difference in feature extraction and
indirectly increase the difference in distance.
Based on these conclusions, we believe that applying a fixed threshold to all
keyframes is not enough to deal with complex scenes. Therefore, we propose a
distance filtering method based on an adapted threshold. This method will be
introduced in the next section.
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Fig. 4.5 The red line represents the value of distance calculated by several
keyframes (55, 264, 270, 294, 349, 388, 474, 498) and their corresponding loop
keyframes in the ground truth. The green line represents a fixed threshold of
64,000.

Fig. 4.6 The comparison of distance ranges calculated from the keyframe(id =
270) with its co-visibility keyframes, loop keyframes, and non-loop keyframes in
the ground truth.
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Fig. 4.7 The comparison of distance ranges calculated from the keyframe(id =
498) with its co-visibility keyframes, loop keyframes in the same trajectory
direction, and loop keyframes in different trajectory directions in the ground
truth.

Fig. 4.8 The comparison of distance ranges calculated by loops in the same
trajectory direction and different trajectory directions. The keyframes with id =
270 and 273 represent the loops in the same trajectory. The keyframes with id =
486 and 490 represent the loops in different trajectory directions.

4.4 The adaptive threshold method
When the central server detects that multiple robots rendezvous, it needs to
merge their corresponding sub-maps to obtain a globally consistent map. In the
application of the multi-robot cooperative system, it is often faced with the
situation of detecting loops in different trajectory directions. We described in
Section 4.3 that the loop detection of the original panoramic SLAM is not easy to
detect loops in different trajectory directions. In this case, we proposed an
adaptive threshold method based on the original method to meet the needs of
multi-robot systems.
4.4.1 Exploration and selection of adaptive threshold
As described in Section 3.2.9, We believe that the threshold for filtering
distance should be related to a keyframe's co-visibility keyframe. To verify this
idea, we set up the following experimental steps:
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1. Obtain a certain number of keyframes near the current keyframe, denoted
as neighborsKF. For example, 10.
2. Calculate the distance matrix M between the current keyframe and the
keyframes in neighborsKF respectively. Then store all the distance matrices
M into the set C.
Ck = {Mk,1 , Mk,2 , Mk,3, . . . , Mk,10, . . . Mk,j }

(4.4.1.1)

3. Calculate the minimum, average, and maximum values in C as the three
thresholds.
Tmin = Mk,j = min(C)
Tavg = Mk,j = avg(C)

Tmax = Mk,j = max(C)

(4.4.1.2)

4. In order to compare precision and recall, we set 20 gradually increasing
thresholds.
T1~10 = Tmin × m ×
T11~20 = Tavg × m ×

Tavg − Tmin
10

Tmax − Tavg
10

m = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}

(4.4.1.3)

5. The loop detection in the central server is also divided into
appearance-based filtering and geometric verification. The calculations of
precision and recall are based on both of them. In addition, our experiments
use the Kashiwa dataset. Its Ground truth file provides all loop matching
pairs (KF, LoopKF) in the dataset.

For a KF, there may be multiple corresponding LoopKFs. In actual
applications, it is only necessary to find at least one corresponding LoopKF for
the KF. Therefore, we merged the loop matching pairs in the ground truth file. As
shown in Fig. 4.9 (1), for the same KF, if its corresponding multiple LoopKFs
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are close, it is considered that they describe the same loop for the KF. KF can
have multiple loops after merging.
For a LoopKF, there may be multiple corresponding KFs. In actual
applications, A LoopKF can form a loop matching pair with a KF and form loop
matching pairs with neighboring keyframes of the KF, as described in Fig. 4.9
(2).
Fig. 4.10 depicts the precision-recall curves obtained. With the increase of
recall, precision has been maintained at 100%. It means that appearance-based
filtering and geometry-based verification ensure that the loops we detect are all
correct. As shown in Fig 4.11, as the threshold increases, the recall gradually
increases and the amount of data to be verified is also gradually increasing. It
means that a larger threshold can make more loop matches found, but the bad
effect is that the amount of data for geometric verification will be more.
Therefore, it is necessary to balance the recall and the amount of data to be
verified. According to Fig. 4.11, we found that before the 12th threshold, as the
threshold increases, the recall increases relatively large, and the amount of data
does not increase much. After the 12th threshold, as the threshold increases, the
increase in the recall is relatively small, but the amount of data increases a lot.
Therefore, we believe that the 12th threshold is the most appropriate. It is
T = Tavg × 2 ×

Tmax − Tavg
10

(4.4.1.4)

As shown in Fig. 4.12, it compares adaptive threshold and fixed threshold.
The blue line represents the calculated adaptive threshold T of all keyframes with
loops. The orange line represents the fixed threshold of 64000. Combining Fig.
4.5 and Figure 4.12, the adaptive threshold is more appropriate than the fixed
threshold.
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Fig. 4.9 The example of merging and extending the loop matching pairs in the
ground truth. The connection line represents the two keyframes that can form a
matching pair.

Fig. 4.10 The precision-recall curve of 20 thresholds in the Kashiwa dataset
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Fig. 4.11 The comparison between the amount of data to be verified and recall of
20 thresholds

Fig. 4.12 The comparison of adaptive threshold and fixed threshold. The blue
line represents the calculated adaptive threshold of the keyframes with loops. The
orange line represents the fixed threshold of 64000.
4.4.2 The loop detection with a proposed adaptive method
In Section 4.4.1, we have obtained a better adaptive threshold based on the
performance of precision-recall and the amount of filtered data. We applied it to
the designed multi-robots visual SLAM system. Specific steps are as follows:
1. Obtain a certain number of keyframes near the current keyframe, denoted
as neighborsKF. For example, 10.
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2. Calculate the distance matrix M between the current keyframe and the
keyframes in neighborsKF respectively. Then store all the distance matrices
M into the set C.
�� = {��,1, ��,2, ��,3 , . . . , ��,10 , . . . ��,� }

(4.4.2.1)

3. Calculate the average and maximum values in C.
���� = ��,� = = ���(�)

(4.4.2.2)

���� = ��,� = = ���(�)

4. Get all the keyframes on the map. Discard all the keyframes in
neighborsKF. The remained keyframes are recorded as the historical
candidate keyframe HistoricalCandidateKF.
5. Calculate the distance matrix M between the current keyframe and the
keyframes in HistoricalCandidateKF respectively.
6. Each M calculated in step 5 will be compared with the thresholds T. Only
the candidate keyframe corresponding to M that meets the following
condition(4.4.2.3) will be considered to be sufficiently similar to the current
keyframe and stored in corresponding sequences ��1���������,.
� < � = ���� × 2 ×

���� − ����
10

(4.4.2.3)

1. If the sequences ��1��������� is empty, it means that the current keyframe

can not find the corresponding loop keyframe, and the next keyframe will be
detected.
2. If the sequences ��1��������� is not empty, the geometry-based approach
uses the ��1��������� to verify candidate loop keyframes. The global BA

thread will run if a loop is detected in a sequence. If no loop is detected for
all sequences, it means that the current keyframe can not find the
corresponding loop keyframe.
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In this chapter, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed
multi-robots visual SLAM system through experiments. We simulated the entire
multi-robots visual SLAM system on a computer for the experiments. As shown
in Fig. 5.1, the system contains a central server and two independent robots. Two
robots can communicate with the central server. All of them can handle the
required tasks proposed in this work in real-time. The CPU is i5-8400 and the
memory configuration of the computer is 16G memory.

Fig. 5.1 Simulated multi-robot visual SLAM system structure

5.1 Datasets
We evaluated our system based on the Kashiwa dataset [4]. The dataset
contains a total of 498 frames. Each frame was captured using a panoramic
camera. This dataset contains loops in the same and different directions. Fig. 5.2
shows the trajectory of all frames in the Kashiwa dataset.
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Fig. 5.2 The trajectory of all frames in the Kashiwa dataset

5.2 Communication Model Performance
As shown in Fig. 5.3, the left map (1) is constructed by a single robot, and
the right map is reconstructed by the central server. The blue labels are
keyframes. The black and red points are the map points and current local map
points. The current local map points are a subset of the map points that are used
for tracking. Since there is no tracking module in the central server, the map
points in sub-maps are only black. The green line means the keyframes that can
observe the same map points. In Fig. 5.3, the right map (2) can be found that
keyframes are missing in some places, which is caused by packet loss. In our
system, packet loss is handled, and it does not affect the continuous construction
of the map.
As shown in Fig. 5.4, two upper maps (1) and (2) were constructed by two
dependent robots. The trajectories of the two robots are different. The central
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server uses the received data to reconstruct the corresponding sub-maps (3) of the
two robots.

Fig. 5.3 Left map (1) constructed by a single robot and right sub-map (2)
reconstructed by the central server for comparison.

Fig. 5.4 The upper maps (1) and (2) were built by two independent robots, and
the two down sub-maps (3) were constructed by the central server for
comparison.
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5.3 Loop Detection Results
We used the method described in Fig. 4.9 (1) above to merge the loops in the
ground truth in the Kashiwa dataset. A total of 79 loops matched pairs were
obtained.
The number of loops matched pairs that can be detected using the adaptive
threshold and the fixed threshold is shown in Table 5.1. The number of
keyframes that can find loop keyframes with the fixed threshold is very small.
More loops can be found using adaptive thresholds.
Table. 5.1 The Comparison of detection results between the adaptive threshold
and the fixed threshold.
Detected loop

Recall

Precision

Adaptive threshold

51

64.56%

100%

Fixed threshold

13

16.46%

100%

5.4 Cooperative Visual SLAM System Performance
We have already shown the effects of a single robot and multiple robots
transmission and map reconstruction. The adaptive threshold method proposed
by us can effectively detect loops in the same and different trajectory directions.
In terms of the transmission method and loop detection method mentioned above,
our cooperative visual SLAM system can also achieve sub-maps merging in the
same and different trajectory directions. We estimated the performance of the
designed cooperative visual SLAM system based on the Kashiwa dataset. We
used two robots to move on different roads in different starting directions.
5.4.1 Performance on the same trajectory directions
Fig. 5.5 shows the designed cooperative SLAM system based on two robots
and the merging of two sub-maps in the same trajectory direction. The red arrow
indicates the direction of movement of robot1. The yellow arrow indicates the
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direction of movement of robot2. The purple circle represents the loop detected
between robot1 and robot2. The central server uses the transmitted data to
reconstruct the sub-map (3) and (4) corresponding to each robot. Then loop
detection with adaptive threshold will detect loops in each sub-map. In this
experiment, a loop in the same trajectory direction is detected. Then, the two
corresponding sub-maps are merged, and a global consistent map is constructed
(5).
In terms of accuracy, we use APE as the metric. ATE is Absolute Pose Error,
which can intuitively reflect the algorithm's accuracy and the trajectory's global
consistency. It compares the corresponding poses between the trajectory of visual
SLAM and the ground truth under the same timestamp. Then, the whole
trajectory is unified for analysis, which helps evaluate the global consistency of
trajectory. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 5.6. The APE comparison
between single robot and multi robots is shown in Table 5.2.

Table. 5.2 Various parameters of APE(m)
rmse

mean

median

std

min

max

sse

Single
Robot

0.4370

0.3984

0.4353

0.1783

0.0502

0.8027

11.2616

Multi
Robots

0.2204

0.1852

0.1452

0.1180

0.0279

0.4617

2.0885

We use ape to represent the relative translation between the test pose and the
ground truth pose under the same timestamp.

rmse(root mean squared error) =
mean =

1

n

std(standard deviation) =

n
i =1
1

n

apei
n
i =1

sse(sum of squared errors) =
63

1

n

n
i =1

apei

apei − apei
n
i =1

apei

2

2

(5.4.1.1)
(5.4.1.2)

2

(5.4.1.3)
(5.4.1.4)
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We can see that compared with single robot mapping, cooperative mapping

can reduce the cumulative error and increase the accuracy of mapping.
Table. 5.3 shows the comparison of time-cost between single robot mapping
and cooperative mapping. The mapping of a single robot used the frames from 1
to 280, and it consumed 161.915s. In the cooperative system, robot 1 used the
frames from 1 to 140 and consumed 84.9719s. Robot 2 used the frames from 141
to 280 and consumed 76.751s. The central server received the data from robot 1
and robot 2, and reconstructed the map, run loop detection, and merged sub-maps.
It consumed a total of 10.084s. It can be seen that the central server without
feature extraction and tracking has very high computational efficiency. It is more
efficient to use multiple robots to map in the same scene.
Table. 5.3 The comparison of time-cost between single robot mapping and
cooperative mapping
Frame range

1~280

1~140

141~280

1~140+141~280

Mapping

Single

Robot1

Robot2

The central server

84.9717

76.751

10.084

robot
Time-cost(s)

161.915
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Fig. 5.5 The designed cooperative SLAM system is based on two robots and the
merging of two sub-maps in the same trajectory direction. The red arrow
indicates the direction of movement of robot1. The yellow arrow indicates the
direction of movement of robot2. The purple circle represents the loop detected
between robot1 and robot2
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Fig. 5.6 APE of cooperative mapping in the same trajectory direction
5.4.2 Performance on the different trajectory directions
Fig. 5.7 shows the designed cooperative SLAM system based on two robots
and the merging of two sub-maps in the same trajectory direction. The red arrow
indicates the direction of movement of robot1. The yellow arrow indicates the
direction of movement of robot2. The purple circle represents the loop detected
between robot1 and robot2. The central server uses the transmitted data to
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reconstruct the sub-map (3) and (4) corresponding to each robot. Then loop
detection with adaptive threshold will detect loops in each sub-map. In this
experiment, a loop in the different trajectory directions is detected. Then, the two
corresponding sub-maps merge, and a global consistent map is constructed (5).
The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 5.8. The APE comparison between
single robot and multi robots is shown in Table 5.4. We can see that compared
with single robot mapping, cooperative mapping can reduce the cumulative error
and increase the accuracy of mapping.

Table. 5.4 Various parameters of APE(m)
rmse

mean

median

std

min

max

sse

Single
Robot

0.8342

0.6944

0.6279

0.4622

0.0450

1.5609

45.2323

Multi
Robots

0.2444

0.2164

0.2057

0.1135

0.03545

0.4353

3.2845
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Fig. 5.7 The designed cooperative SLAM system based on two robots and the
merging of two sub-maps in the different trajectory directions. The red arrow
indicates the direction of movement of robot1. The yellow arrow indicates the
direction of movement of robot2. The purple circle represents the loop detected
between robot1 and robot2
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Fig. 5.8 ATE of cooperative mapping in different trajectory directions
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6.1 Conclusion
We propose a multi-robot cooperative system based on panoramic SLAM.
Panoramic images are used to accurately detect whether independent robots meet
each other in Omni-directions and then merge the map. We improved the method
by keyframes, and map points were added. Our system can associate keyframes
and map points with existing maps even when packets are lost in network
communication. We also improved the loop detection part of panoramic SLAM.
We propose three adaptive thresholds instead of fixed thresholds to filter
candidate loop keyframes. Experiments show that the filtering effect of the
adaptive threshold is better than that of the fixed threshold. The adaptive
threshold can be used to find more loop matching pairs and correct loops. Both of
them improve the efficiency and robustness of loop detection. Experiments show
that our system can complete multi-robot transmission and map merging well in
the same and different trajectory directions.

6.2 Future work
In future work, we will consider several aspects of improvement and
expansion:
1. This multi-robot system is centralized. Therefore, the range of robot
movement is limited by the central server. If the robot is too far away from
the central server, the central server cannot receive the map information
constructed by the robot. This problem can be avoided by using a
decentralized distributed multi-robot system that is not based on a central
server.
2. The semantic extraction algorithm based on the neural network can
provide higher-level semantic information for the map constructed by SLAM.
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This semantic information can be further utilized. Such as obstacle
avoidance and path planning.
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